SECRET

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: C/TW 9
INFO: DCP, ADDP, C/C1, C/NA 5, S/C 2

PER ITY DIR CITE MEXI 44111

B. WAVE 4672 (11/1724)

1. MEXI TRACE SUBJ REF A: MEXI 6662, HAVA 6689, MEXI 7665, HMMA 16762, HMMA 16751, MEXI 8675, HMMA 16724, DIR 10034, PART 6376, WHICH INCLUDE PREVIOUS ATTEMPT DEFECT SUBJ REF B. SUBJ REF A CONTACT OF ANDREW F. MERTON IN HAVA VIA AMPACK-1 AND DIRECTLY IN MEXI. BASIS PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, MERTON CERTAIN SUBJ REF A WILL COOPERATE ANY WAY DESIRED. AS OBVIOUS ABOVE TRACES, HE HAS ACCESS AND BONA FIDES. DANGER PROVOCATION BY SUBJ REF B MENTIONED DIR 10034 MAY BE LESS LIKELY SINCE NO REPERCUSSION CONTACT HMMA 16702.

2. NO OBJECTION AMCONCERT-1 MENTIONING MERTON'S TRUE NAME TO SUBJ REF A IF NECESSARY ESTABLISH AMCONCERT-1'S AIS BONA FIDES.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *APPEARENTLY WRONG REFERENCE.

**REQUESTED TRACES TEPEDEO GONZALEZ.

***CABLES PRE-DATOE CS FILES. COPY MAY BE SEEN IN SIGNAL CENTER ARCHIVES.
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